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NOTIFICATION
Further to a Comprehensive Advisory on Social Distancing, issued by the Appropriate/Host
Authority Ministry of Health and Family Welfare upon reviews of the current status and
actions for prevention and management of COVID-19 by a High Level Group of Ministers on
L6 March 2O2O at7.44 pm, the following are notified in terms as under:
The Mid-Term Examinations and Teaching remain suspended till further notice.
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Students are required to ensure that their interaction out of the University is
restricted to a bare minimum.
Students are required to carry their valid SAU ldentity Card when visiting the Primus
Hospital for medical test/ treatment.
Students leaving the hostels and proceeding to their home towns will not be allowed
to return to the Hostel/University unless otherwise allowed in due course.
None of our Students and Faculty Members are reasonably prevented or responsibly
exempted by the aforesaid notified measures from using their otherwise academic time
for their unfinished andlor alternative academic work. They may be advised,
consistently with the aforesaid notified measures and without prejudice to SAU norms,
to best use it to best possibly minimise temporally the immeasurable disruptive
consequences for now of a constantly evolving and regularly reviewed situation on their
unfinished and/or alternative academic worK.

This issues in compliance with the directions issued by the Competent Authority upon a
detailed discussion of the matter in a meeting of the top functionaries of the L.,lniversity
represented by the Deans, Chairpersons, Proctor, Professors, Registrar, Director Finance,
Director (A&E), Hostel Wardens, AD (tcr), AD (HSS), pRo and the Security officer.
All students are advised to regularly monitor sAU website for update.
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